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lNTRODCCTlOS 
IN THIS paper. we present a model for the differential graded algebra (DGA) of diflerential 
forms on the free loop space LY of a smooth manifold .Y and show how to construct certain 
important ditkential forms in terms of this model. Our motivation is an observation of 
Wittcn (dcscribcd by Atiyah in [2]) that the index theorem for the Dirac operator can bc 
thought of as an application of the localization (or fixed point) thcorcm in U-equivariant 
homology, suitably gcncralizcd to the infinite dimensional case of the free loop space; hcrc. 
U is the circle group. We can summarize our main results as follows. WC arc really 
conccrncd with cquivariant dilicrcntial forms and cquivariant currents and WC show how to 
rcformulatc thrsc gcomctric objects as cyclic chains and cochains over the dilkrcntial 
pradcd alpcbra {I(?() of dilkrcntial forms on X. In fact, the cyclic chain complex of II(S), if 
it is normalized correctly. is a sub-complex of the compkx of cquivariant dilkrcntial forms 
on LX. and is a good enough approximation that it allows us IO compute the ordinary and 
equivariant cohomology of LX. and to write. down explicitly certain important dilkrcntial 
forms and currents. 
WC begin by explaining the motivation more carefully. Let S bc a Clifford module on 
X with Dirac operator D. Witten observed that it should be possible IO associate to D an 
cquivariantly closed (inhomogeneous) current ,u,, on the free loop space of X. The basic 
property of this current is that the index of D is given by pairing p,, with the dilicrcntial form 
1 ER”(LX): 
(p,,. 1) = ind(D). 
The source of this current is the formalism of path-integrals in supersymmetric quantum 
mechanics. 
In [3], Bismut showed how to generalize this formula by associating to a vector bundle 
E over X. equipped with a connection 9, an cquivariantly closed (inhomogeneous) dilTeren- 
tia1 form on LX. This is the equivariant Chern character Ch(E, V). The first basic property 
of Ch(E. V) is that the index of the twisted Dirac operator DE on S @ E is given by the 
formula 
(11”. Ch(E, V)) = ind(D,). 
The second property is that if i: ,Y -) LX is the inclusion of the point loops then 
i*Ch(E. V) = Trexp(V’) 
whcrc V’ is the curvature of V. In this paper, we give a formula for this equivariant Chern 
character from the point of view of our model for equivariant differential forms. 
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The formalism of this paper leads to an attractive formula for the Witten current pr,, 
from which it is easy to prove the above index formulas (see [S]). These constructions make 
as explicit as possible the algebraic nature of the path integral for the Dirac operator. We 
hope that there exists an analogous algebraic version for the supersymmetric nonlinear- 
sigma model in 1 + I dimensions; although this theory has not yet been shown to exist 
rigorously. Witten has demonstrated suggestive relations between it and elliptic 
cohomology. 
Our model for equivariant differential forms on the free loop space is based on Chen’s 
theory of iterated integrals, in a version due to Jones [I?]. However. in this paper. we give 
explicit formulas where [ 121 made use of the method of acyclic models. and we introduce 
several new constructions for iterated integrals on free loop spaces. For example. we give 
a new chain level formula for the product structure of iterated integrals, which we show to 
be an A .-structure in the sense of StashefT [IS]. We also show how to construct iterated 
integrals that are not invariant under the action of the JiReomorphism group Diff [O. 1 J on 
LX. by replacing S by ,Y x T. These extensions prove to be vital to make the connection 
between this model for differential forms and its applications to path integrals and index 
theory. 
Let us dcscribc in a littlc more detail what we prove. Let C(Q(.Y)) be the DGA 
C@(S)) = i 1;~(s)“‘+‘. 
k-0 
graded by 
dcgcr1,, @ . . @Wk = i ;,, dcg (!Ji - k, 
with dilTcrcntial h as dclincd in Section 2. and with product the shulllc product. We wiil 
rcfcr to this DGA as the cyclic hur complex of ~I(,%‘). Likewise. Iet R(,!,X) bc the DGA of 
dilicrcntial forms on f-S, with ditfcrcntial tl and product the exterior product. In Section 2. 
WC define the itcratcd integral mapn: C(0( X)) + R( LX), and show that it is a homomor- 
phism of DGAs. The kernel of this map is dcnotcd by D(Q(X)) and has bczn described 
explicitly by Chcn 161. Chcn also showed that this kern4 is acyclic if X is connected; wc 
recall these results in Section 2. We dcfinc the Chen normalized chain complex 
N(fL(.Y)) = C(R(.Y)),:D(R(.Y)) 
and we can summarize Chcn’s results as follows. 
(C(R(X)). h) + (N@(S)), h) 2 tR(fX),d). 
We are more interested in the version of this theorem which provides a model for 
equivariant difTcrcntia1 forms on LX. Given a T-manifold Y. this is the space R( Y)[u] of 
difTcrcntial forms on 1: with an indetcrminatc 14 of degree 2 adjoined and differential defined 
as follows. Let ‘p, bc the circle action on Y. gcncratcd by the vector field T and let I be 
interior product with T. The difTcrcntial is the operator d + ~1?, whcrc f3: W( Y) 4 R’ - ‘( Y) 
is dcfincd by 
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The operators d and psatisfy the identities d’ = P” = dF + pd = 0. so that (d + up)’ = 0. 
The usual complex ofequivariant differential forms is R,( Y) = (R( Y)‘[u]. d + UI) where 
fI( Y)T is the space of invariant forms on I*: see [4]. We will use the larger. but equivalent. 
complex (a( Y)[uJ, d + UP’), since the iterated integral mapo does not map into the space of 
invariant differential forms on LX. 
It is precisely the behaviour of the iterated integral map with respect to products which 
is one of our main concerns in this paper. We must face the difficulty that the operator P’is 
not a derivation with respect to the exterior product on R( Y)[u]. so that d + UP’ is not 
a derivation on R( Y*)[u] thought of as an algebra with this product. However. there is 
a simple way to perturb the exterior product so that d + UP’ becomes a derivation with 
respect to the new product: this perturbation is similar to the perturbation UP’ that we have 
added to d. We now face the difficulty that the new product is not associative. 
There is a simple way to deal with this kind of situation; we use the theory of 
A,-algebras introduced by StashetT[ IS]. In fact there is a natural A ,-structure on the space 
ofequivariant differential forms; we will give the precise formulas in Section 1. Our formulas 
for the product structure on iterated intcprals lead to explicit formulas which strengthen the 
results of Hood and Jones [ 11) at the same time as simplifying their proofs; this is explained 
in detail in [9]. One of the reasons that this A, -structure on R(.Y)[u] may prove useful is 
that it enables us to make sense of the cyclic bar complex of C(fI(X))[u]. WC hope that this 
iterated cyclic bar complex will bc a useful model for the complex of equivariant differential 
forms on the itcratcd loop space L(LS) with the action of the torus group. 
It is shown in Section 2 that Conncs’s operator ,!I on C(R(S)) corrcsponds under the 
itcratcd integral map to the operator fson R(I,S). In Section 4, WC gcnrralizc this by giving 
the formulas for the A ,,-structure on N(iI( X)[uJ which corresponds to the A, -structure on 
fI(LX)[u] of Section I under the itcratcd intcpral map. This Icads to the following cxtcnsion 
of Chen’s theory. whose proof occupies Sections 2 4. 
(T: N(Q(X))[u] + f~(LX)[u], 
which induces un isomorphism on cdwnoloyy if X is sinrplg-~onnrcted. 
Here the term strict means that u commutes with all the extra structure; this is much 
stronger than the natural notion of a homomorphism of A ,-algebras. In particular, the 
theorem shows that 
6: (N(R( X),[u], h + US) 4 (R(f_X)[u]. d + up), 
induces an isomorphism in cohomology if X is simply-connected, and that this isomor- 
phism preserves products; but it gives much more precise chain level information that the 
corresponding statements at the level of cohomology. 
In Section 5. we introduce a further generalization of the iterated integral construction, 
in which the manifold X itself carries an action of the connected compact group G. It is 
natural to replace the DGAR(X) with dificrcntial d in the iterated integral construction by 
its equivariant version. This is the DGAR,;(X) = (R(G) @ S(g*))“, where g* is the dual of 
the Lie algebra of G and S(g*) is the symmetric algebra on the vector space g* in degree 2, 
equipped with Cartan’s equivariant diffcrcntial d,. In fact, in the cast of the circle we would 
prefer to use the AZ-algebra Q(X)[u] introduced in Section I instead of f2,(1!,X). its cyclic 
bar complex is defined in [9], but WC have not been able to find the correct iterated 
integral map. 
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Since the DGAQ,(X) carries an action of $2, = R,(pt) = S(g+)‘, we may form the 
cyclic bar complex over this ring instead of over R; this is called Cn,(R,(X )). For example, 
R I z W[u], and Q,(X) = R(.Y)‘[u]. Similarly. we may form a Chen normalized version 
which we denote No,,(R,(.X)). Using the iterated integral map, the A =-algebra 
So,(R,(X))[u] is mapped to the A ,-algebra of differential forms R(EG xG .L.X)[u]. and we 
can prove the following equivatiant version of Theorem A. 
THEOREM B. I]‘ A’ is a G-mcmi/idtl. thr itercltrd intqrul mup gives (I homomorphism of 
A ,-ulyrbras 
B: rV,,,,(R,(X))[u] +Q(EG xG LX)[w]. 
which induces an isomorphism on rquiau-iunt cohomoloyy 
H(N,,,(R,X))[u], b + uB) z H, * ,(LX) 
We turn in Section 6 to the study of Bismut’s equivariant extension of the Chern 
character, which rcyuitcs the introduction of some new ideas. The first of these is that the 
equivatiant Chcrn character is a power series in ~4 - ‘, so must live in some kind of periodic 
equivariant chomoiogy of LX. There is a dificulty with the usual periodic equivariant 
cohomology. dclincd by 
which is illustrated by a thcorcm of Goodwillic [IO]: if X is simply-conncctcd, then 
HI’,(f.S) = R[u, u-‘-J. 
The solution to this pro&m is to allow cyuivariant dilfcrcntial forms which arc power 
scrics in 14 ’ , leading us to consider the cohomology theory 
II,(f.,Y) = ff(S~(LX)Cu.u-‘~,d+ UP) 
introduced in [13], whctc a locali/.ation thcorsm analogous to the one for compact 
T-spaces is proved. Some of our results do not apply to this theory, since it is based on 
a completed tensor product, so that the relevant spectral sequences do not converge. Thus, 
for the theory h,( .) applied to the space LX, out paper is restricted to constructing Bismut’s 
equivariant Chern characters in h:(LX); we hope that the isomorphisms on cohomology of 
Theorems A and B can be extended to this context. 
The other difficulty that we must deal with is that the equivatiant Chcrn charactct 
cannot be an iterated integral. It is not difftcult to show that any equivariant diffetential 
form on LX given by an iterated integral is invariant under the action of Diff [0, l] on LX 
given by repatametrizing loops, whereas the equivariant Chern character does not have this 
property. In order to get around this ditficulty. we use Theorem B to construct a wider class 
of equivariant difTerential forms on LX as iterated integrals, by replacing the manifold X by 
the T-manifold X x 8, and pulling the resulting itcratcd integrals on L(X x T) back to LX 
by the map/l: LX -* L(X x 8) which sends ; to (7, i), i being the loop in LT given by 
i(z) = z- ‘. The cortcsponding map 
(5 = jt*n: K,,,(R,(S x a)) d fl(LX)[u] 
will be tefcrrcd to i1s the cstcndcd iterated integral map. Theorem B dots not apply in this 
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situation. since X x U is not simply-connected. However. we are able to prove that the 
extended iterated integral map descends to the quotient of Nol(R:(.Y x T) by the ideal 
generatd by (I. dr) - ( ~)ES~,(R~(T)), and that the induced map in cohomology is an 
isomorphism 
ur: H(No, (Q,(.Y x T)),‘((l, dr) - (I)). b; + uB) 2 Hr(LX). 
We use this result in Section 6 to construct the Chern character Ch(E. V) as a formal 
sum of iterated integrals. If p: X --, End(C.‘) is an idempotent matrix of smooth functions 
on .Y (that is, p2 = p), we can associate to p a vector bundle E = im(p). We form the 
associated Grassmannian connection V = p-d-p + (I - p)*d*(I - p) on the trivial bundle 
Cy and since this connection preserves sections of E it induces a connection V, on E. 
Furthermore. by a result of Narasimhan and Ramanan. any vector bundle with connection 
may be realized in this way [16]. see also [17]. The matrix of one-forms defined by the 
connection V is A = (2p - I)& and its curvature is F = (l/p)‘; let 
,QJER~(X x T)&,C[u. u-‘J be the equivariant one-form A - u-‘Fdr. Here & refers to 
the tensor product which in degrees n is the direct product (rather than the direct sum) over 
p + 4 = n of the tensor product of the homogeneous term of degree p and that of degree 4. 
and R, acts on C[IC, I(-’ J via the augmentation C[u. u-‘1 -+ R. Now introduce the cyclic 
chain 
Tr(p, .o/. . . . 3 .d), = C pillit 0 .4,i, 0 . . . 0 .di*irB. 
i0. , ik 
whcrs the tensor product is taken over R,. 
TIII:OHI,M C. Th c~c~iic chin ch(p) in N,,,(fI: (S x II )) o,,, C [u, u _ ’ 1. yiwn hg 
ch(p) = 1 Tr(p,.%. . , .o/)k 
k - 0 
Finally WC mention some of the standard conventions we will use throughout this 
paper. When dealing with graded objects, we will always use the super-sign convention, so 
that interch:tnping an object ofdsgrce p with one of drgrcc y will introduce a sign ( - I)“‘; in 
particular, by the bracket [tr. h] of two operators, we mean the supcrcommutator 
[N. h] = uh - ( - 1)‘“’ lh’ hr. 
We also use the convention that K![.Y] is a symmetric algebra if x has even degree, and an 
antisymmetric algebra ifs has odd degree. If I’, and 1; are IWO Z,-graded vector spaces, we 
mean by L’, 0 1; the L2-graded tensor product of I’, and Ii. The canonical map S,2 from 
C’, @ I; to Ci @ C; is defined by 
S,&, @ L.2) = (- I)““““” c2 @ I’, . 
Using the mapS,2. WC can associate to any permutation YES, an isomorphism of vector 
spaces 
S,: r; @ . . . @I r, + r,, 0. . . @ r,“. 
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I. EQL’IVARIANT DIFFERESTI.\L FORXIS AND A,-ALGEBRAS 
In this section. we will give a new definition of the complex of equivariant differential 
forms for a manifold with a circle action. Our reason for preferring this to the usual one of 
Cartan C-t] is that it fits in more naturally with the theory of iterated integrals. We will give 
a formalism which makes it easy to discuss different sorts of equivariant cohomology at the 
same time. We will also explain how the theory of rl I: -algebras enters naturally when we 
consider products on our version of the complex of equivariant differential forms. 
Let Y be a smooth manifold equipped with a smooth circle action, that is a smooth 
one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms cp, with period 1. Let T be the infinitesimal 
generator of this circle action. that is the vector field tangent to the T-orbits. The T-action 
on Ydefines several operators on the space of differential forms on Y. The first of these is the 
contraction, or interior product, with the vector field T. which we will denote simply by I: 
I = r,:R*(~‘)+R*-‘(1-j. 
We also have the averaging operator A defined by 
Using the circle action. we can define a scqucncc of opcrutors 
I’: Q( Y)xL 4 R( Y.). IS/i<% 
as follows. Let A, bc the k-simplex 
{(r,. . . . I,)E R’JO 5 I, 5 . . 2 1, 5 I) 
and consider the maps 
A, x }’ ----. Y’k 
n I 
Y 
where ak(t,. . . . , r,; x) = (cp,,(.v). . . . , p,‘(r)) and n is the projection. We embed the k-fold 
tensor product R( Y’)@k. into O( Y’) as a dcnsc subspace ofR( Yk) and then define Pk to be the 
composition 
e; n, 
Q.( Y)@k -fP( Y’) -R*(A, x Y)- n* “(Y) 
where n, is integration along the fibers of n. In order to get the signs correct it is best to 
change this map by a sign and define 
I;((,,,. . . , (,,,) = (_ ~)(~-~II~:,II+~~-?~I~U~I~~~~+I~~~-~I+~~~-~~!~~~(~, ,, . . . , wk). 
Given a differential form tr) on Y. Ict OJ(r) be the dilferential form (P:(Q) on Y. We can 
give a more explicit formula for f’: 
:(UJ,. . . . , CO,) = lU,*(I,) A . . . A lUJk(Ik)dt I. . . df,. 
The only difftcult point in deriving the above formula is to get the signs correct. The 
operation of integration along the times n, is dcfincd by writing a differential form a on 
Ak x Y as 
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where I is a multi-index and z,(t,. . . . . t,) is a differential form on A, x Ywhich involves 
none of the hi but does depend on I,. . . . , t,. The push-forward zc, is now defined to be the 
Lebesgue integral of the differential form 3, k(t l, . . . . t,) with respect to the variables ti. 
Note that n, has degree - k. 
If wi, 1 I i I k. are differential forms on R(Y). then 
uq(w, A . . . ACJk)=(W,(tl)+ dt, A K!J,(t,)) A . . A (W,,(t,) + dt, A M.'J,(t,)) 
and if we bring all of the factors of dt, to the left. we see that 
n,@,,:(tU, A . . . AWk) = 
I& 
t-11 - 
11(~u,)+ck-:lI1~~:I+~~~+Ir~~,.,l+klk-1~2~ (& 
* , . . . dt, A IUJ,(t,) . . A l('J,it,)) 
from which the relation between pk and Pk follows. 
The following lemma is straightforward to prove. 
Next we describe the notion of a difkwntial gradrd A-module (which was introduced by 
Tassel. under the name of a mixed complex). Let A = W[cJ be the cxtcrior alpcbra on one 
gcncrator of dcgrcc - I. Then a dg-A-module (C’. h, U) is just a sequcncc ofcomplcx vector 
spaces Cp cquippcd with operators h: (“’ -+ Cr ’ ‘, H: Cf -+ CP ’ which satisfy the formulas 
hZ = [h. S] = 11’ = 0. 
The operator H is the action of I: on the complex C’, while h is the dilkrcntial. k’or cxamplc, 
the dg-A-module which will Icad IO cquivariant cohomology is i2( I’) = (R( Y), d. I’) whcrc 
Y is a smooth T-manifold, d is the cxtcrior dcrivativc and I’ is the operator on forms 
dcscribcd above. 
We now explain what WC mean by the cohomology of a dg-A-module. Let R[u] be the 
polynomial algcbru in one indctorminatc u of dcgrcc _ 7 and Ict B’ bc a graded module over 
R[u]. Forming the chain complex Ct’@ C with boundary maph + uB, wc dcfinc 
II(C; I+‘) = I!( jr’@ C, h + UB). 
The following lemma follows from standard homological algebra. 
LEhlhfA 1.2. Lt’t 
The next result cxprcsscs a basic invariance property of the cohomology of a dg-A- 
module. The proof may bc found, for example. in [9J. 
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When we apply this formalism to the dg-A-module Q( Y) = (Q( Y), d, P) determined by 
a smooth manifold Y equipped with a smooth J action, we get various versions of 
equivariant cohomologz. We will often refer to elements of U-@ Q( Y) as equivariant 
ditTerential forms. The most important examples are the cases where w is the polynomial 
ring R[u]. the ring of finite Laurent polynomials R[u. u-l]. and similar modules, so that 
we will most commonly be dealing with equivariant differential forms which can be 
expressed as polynomials or. more generally. power series in u and II- ’ with coefficients in 
f2( Y). We will use the notation d, for the operator d + UP’ and refer to it as the equivariant 
exterior derivative. Equivariant cohomology itseIf is defined to be 
H,( I-) = H(R( Y): R[u]). 
There is also periodic equivariant cohomology 
HP:(Y) = Hj(Y; W[w.w-'1) = H(Q(Y);R[u.u-'1). 
We pet yet another form of equivariant cohomology by taking coefficients in the rW[u]- 
module R[u. u-‘1. uIR[u] 
tI:(Y; R[I~.I(-‘],‘uW[u])= H@(Y)@ R[u,u-']!uR[u]) 
which is the functor called G,(Y) in [lZ]. The exact scqucnce of cocfhcients 
0 --, rcR[u] + lR[u, u- ‘1 -, R[u. u- ‘]/UlR[I~] + 0 
.gives the fundamental exact scquencc in equivariant cohomology of [ 12. page 4043. Note 
also that if WC regard [w as the iW[u]-mod& W[u]/uR[u]. so that u acts as zero, WC get 
II(Q( 1’); R) = If ( Y) 
whcrc !I( Y) is the dc Rham cohomology of 1’. 
Thcsc definitions of cquivariant cohomolopy groups remain valid if the manifold Y is 
inlinitc dimensional but the rcsultinp cohomology thcorics do not seem to hc adcquatc. For 
example, in the dcfinjtion of Q( Y)[u, II- ’ 1. we have only allowed finite Laurent series of the 
form C ;i _ N uiui but if Y is infinite dimensional we would like to be allowed expressions of 
the form c i’_ _ , u,ui. 
Another symptom of the difficulty is the following result. due to Goodwillie [IO]: if X is 
compact and simply-connected, then If,(f.X; W[u, u-l]) = rW[u, u-‘1. In this paper, we 
will get around these difficulties by using the natural generulizalion of the cohomology 
theory introduced in 1131: if (C, h. B) is a dg-A-module, then dctinc 
Il(C, h, B) = I/(C[u. u- ’ 1. h + US), 
where C[u, u - ’ j is the complex whose space of degree i is the set of all sums cr= _ , ukck, 
for N some finite number, where degc, = i - Zk. For example, if Y is a T-manifold. we 
define 
h,(Y) = h(R( Y), d. P,. 
The functors h(C. h, B) do not satisfy 1.3. since the space C[u, u-*1 is not an algebraic 
tensor product. As an example consider the map h, (pt) --, h,(ET) induced by the constant 
map ET -4 pt; whereas 
h,(pt) = W[u. u-’ jj. 
we have by the results of [I33 
k(ET) = 0. 
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In defining II(.). we should probably use series whose coefficients obey fixed decay 
conditions as k -+ - x. However. the appropriate decay conditions to be used will prob- 
ably only be clear after the study of natural examples such as those we present in this paper 
and its sequels. 
We will now compare the cohomolopy of our complex of equivariant differential forms 
with that of Cartan. If 1’ is a T-manifold. let R( Y)‘ be the space of invariant forms on Y; 
since [d. I J = 0 on R( l’)T, (R( lS)‘, d. I) is a dg-A-module. We will continue to write d, for the 
operator d + ul on the space Q,( I’) = R( Y)‘[M]. Let 
i: R( Y)” 4 R( Y). A: R( }*) d R( l’)’ 
be the inclusion and the averaging operators. It is straightforward to check that both are 
maps of dp-A-modules. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. These nups A cmd i induce inwrse isomorphisms between cohomology 
groups 
H(Q( UT; cc’) 1 H(R( Y); CC] 
for any coeficients Lt: 
Proofi By Lemma 1.3, it suffices to prove this for I+‘= I&!. in other words, to show that 
de Rham cohomology may be computed from T-invariant forms. This is a standard result, 
which is proved by constructing a homotopy operator s: i2( Y) -R( Y) such that 
[d. s] = 1 - i.4 Dcfme h,: [O, t] x Y -* I* by setting h,(u,y) = (p.(y) and define S(W) as 
follows: 
S(W) = 
I 
I 
(n,),h:(c!,)dr. 
0 
It is straightforward to cheek that s satisfies the ahovc formulas. (In fact, since [I’, s] = 0, it 
follows that [d,. s] = I - iA, so that we do not need to invoke Lemma 1.3.) I 
Now WC study the maps fl,; they satisfy certain relations, which amount to saying that 
c ,‘_, p, is a )fochschild cocyclc on the DGA fI( I’) with cocfiicicnts in R( Y) itself. 
PROIWSITION 1.6. Ij’c, = Iw,J + . . . + JuI~I - i, rhen 
n 
dPJt+, . . . , q) = - 1 (- I)z’-‘Pk(OJ,. , . , dw,, . . , UJk) 
i-1 
- UJ,&-,(W2. . . . , OJk) 
k-l 
Proo/: If we apply the exterior differential d to the formula for c. 
Fk(oJ,, . . . ( Ok) = IW,(~,) A . . . A w,(f,)dt, . . . dr,. 
we obtain the sum 
; ( - w,(t,) . . ([d, I]w&) . . . rtu,(r,)dr, . . . dr, 
i-1 
owl . . . I(dq)(fJ . . . fco,(t,)dt, . . . dr,. 
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Using the fact that ([d, 110)(f) = dw(t)/dt, we see that the ith term of the first sum equals 
K0l(t,). . ((lOi-*)Wi)(fi-*). . . KO~(f~)dt, . . . Zi e . . dtk 
<~~~Sf,.l sr,., c..st,sI 
-(-1y-’ [ lWl(tl). . . (Wi(lWi+ I))(tt+ 1). . . 
Jo St, S’.. Sk-, SC., L”‘<f,< 1 
lw,(tt)dt, . . . Zi...dt,. 
Using the fact that - (- 1)“IOi A Wi+l + (- 1)“-‘UJi A lUJi+* = - (- 1)“‘1((0i A Oi+L), 
we see how the term -(- l)‘*-‘Pt-I(wI,. . . , OiOi+l,. , . , cu,) emerges from this sum, 
while the two terms which remain are equal to - Q, 4_, (oz. . . . , cot) and 
(- l)c~-‘P~_,(tU,. . . . ,ot-I)w,. Putting all of this together, we obtain the desired 
formula. I 
Note that in terms of our other definition of Pk. using the diagram 
OS 
A,x Y- Yh 
I 
n 1 
Y 
this result may bc viewed as an application of Stoke’s Theorem; however. it is easier to get 
the signs correct by the method that we followed above. 
WC will now describe the algebraic structure on the space SI( Y)[u] given by the maps pk,. 
which is where A,,-algebras arise in our work. For each k > 0. let us define a map 
??I,: n( Y)[u]@k 4 CI( Y)[u] of degrees 2 - k, as follows: 
Ii = 1. 
ni,(CO,, . . . , (lJk) = - (- l)‘%J, A W2 + U&J,, (‘JL), k = 2, 
otherwise. 
Observe that if any wi is a function, the term ~,,(oJ,, . . . , OJ~) vanishes. The maps Gi I and tiI 
may be thought of as deformations of the differential and product of the DGA Q( Y); we will 
explain the reason for the sign - (- l)lwll in the definition of ti, later. The next theorem is 
one of the main results of this paper: it will enable us to express the sense in which the 
iterated integral map for the free loop space preserves products. 
THEOREM 1.7. The mapsK~,: f2( Y)[u] Ok -+ $I( Y)[u] satisfy the jolfowiny scyuence oj 
jirmulas: 
(*k) 1 ~(-~)“-‘~~(‘IJ~,...,W,_~.~~(W~,...,W~+~-~),W,+~....,W~)=O. 
I+j=k+l I-I 
Prooj. It is easy to check from the formula for pk that 
lpk(W 1,. . . ,Qk) = 0; 
it follows immediately that 
&w 1, . . .rW,_~,~j(o,,...,W,+j_~),W,+j,...rQk)=O. 
Using this and 1.6, a calculation shows that the above formulas are satisfied. 
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Recall the definition of an AT-algebra: this structure. discovered by Stasheff [18). is 
a non-associative generalization of a DGA (see also [9] for an account motivated by the 
constructions of this paper). Let ,4 be a graded vector space. and for each k > 0, let fi,: 
A@’ + A be a multilinear map of degree 2 - k. The maps& form an An-structure if they 
satisfy the formulas that we have just verified in the case A = R( Y)[u]: 
x i (- l)“‘+‘tii(U,. . . . *Ul_l*tfIj(U,, . . . *U,+j_*)sUl+j*. . . rU,)=O. 
i+j=kC 1 1= 1 
We will also assume that our A,-algebra has an identity I of degree 0. satisfying the 
formulas 
ti,(u. I) = fi*( 1, a) = 0, 
&(a I,..., I ,..., u,)=O, i # 2. 
It is often more useful to work with the maps m,, which are defined as follows: 
m&r. . * * , k 
a )=(_ ~)~k-1~l~1J+~k-2~la~l~~~+lor-~I+k~k-1~/2 
*,(a,, . . . . a,). 
The maps m, provide A with a differential d = m, : A -, A and a product m,: A @ A --, A. 
The differential is a derivation with respect to the product, but the product is not 
associative. Neverthclcss the product is homotopy associative and mJ provides the 
homotopy; the operators m, provide a whole coherent family of higher homotopies. Indeed, 
for k 5 3, formula ( ek) bccomcs as follows: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
the operator d = m, = 6’1, is a differential on 
m,(n,lO) = 0; 
A. that is. 
(Leibniz’s rule) the bilinear mapm,(u,, uz) = - (- I)‘“t~ti2(u,, a,) defines a prod- 
uct on A and m, is a derivation with respect to this product: 
m,(mL(o,. 02)) - m,(m,(a, ). a,) - (- I)‘01’m2(u,, m,(a,)) = 0; 
(homotopy associativity) the operators m,, mz and m3 satisfy the following 
weakened version of associativity: 
- m,(m,(u. h, 4) + m,(m,(a, h), c) - (- I)~“lm,(u, m,(h, c)) 
- m,(m,(u). b,c) - (- I)‘“‘m,(u, m,(b), c) - (- I)l“I+‘b’m,(u, b, m,(c)) = o 
In the case of equivariant differential forms fI( Y)[ ] u , we see that m, may be rewritten in 
terms of the maps Pk as follows: 
t?Zk(CfJ,, . . . , Wk) = 
dq + UP,(~), k = I, 
WI A UJz + up,(w,,w,), k = 2, 
UP,(W,, . , . , UJk), otherwise. 
It follows from the homotopy associativity of m2 that the product in cohomology 
If,( Y) = H(fI( Y)[u); 6,) induced by m, is associative; however, the existence of an A,- 
structure is much stronger than the existence of an associative product at the level of 
cohomology. Fortunately. this product on H,(Y) is equal to the usual one. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. The product in H,( Y) induced by m, agrees with the usuul product. 
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Proof. The inclusion 
(Q,(Y); d + UI) -, (Q( Y,[u]; till 
induces an isomorphism in cohomology by 1.5, so it suffices to show that the product 
(_ ,)lWll 
m*(q,w~)=q A W,-(-l)‘Ol’U~*((O1rW1)=O1 A o~--------Iw~ A 10 
2 2 
on SI,( Y) induces the same product in cohomology as the wedge product. 
In order to prove this, we will construct a homotopy between the two maps (wI, 02) 
carol A w2 and (o~,w~)I-+uJ, A o2 - (- l)‘0c’u~2(w,, CO,); that is, we will construct 
a map 
8:R,(Y)@2-rRr(Y) 
of degree - 1 such that 
d$(q, w2) - e(d,o,, co,) - (- 1)‘““0(0; duo,) = - 
(- W1’u 1. A Iw 
~ 1 2’ 
L 
Our formula for 8 is 
e(w,, w2) = 
(- 1)‘“” dw, 
---AloJ 
2 au 2’ 
and it is easy to check the above identity. I 
2. ITERATED INTEGRALS 
Let X be a finite dimensional smooth manifold and let LX be the free loop space of X, 
that is the space of all smooth maps from T to X. This loop space may bc given the structure 
of an infinite dimensional manifold modeled on a Frechet space in a natural way. and the 
circle group acts smoothly by rotating loops: (cp,y)(s) = y(s + t). In this section WC dcscribc 
the basic theory of iterated integrals as it applies to LX; many of the calculations arc similar 
to those for the maps r’, which define the A,,-structure on fI(LX)[u] of the last section. 
If’o is a one-form on X, then y 4 1, w is a function on LX. Iterated integrals generalize 
this idea. If w is a differential form on X, let o(t) be the differential form e:(o) on LX where 
e, is the map LX + X given by evaluating loops at time r. Given forms wO, . . . , ok. the 
iterated integral 
d(WJ, . . . ,q) 
is a form on LX of total degree lo,,1 + . * * + lokl - k, defined by the formula 
a(q), . . . , OJJ = o,(o) A u,(t,) A . . . A w,(t,)dt, . . . dr,. 
In terms of the maps &: Q(LX)@k + fl(LX) of the last section, we may also write 
a(o,, * . . , WJ = wfJoF&L(o@). . . . , o,(O)). 
Up to a sign, the iterated integral map can also be described as follows. Consider the 
diagram 
Ar x LXrr-Xk+’ 
II 
I 
LX 
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where e,(t,, . . . . t,; v) = (m, y(t, ). . . . , y(tL)) and K is the projection. We embed the 
k + l-fold tensor product Q(X)@“’ as a dense subspace ofR(Xk”) and then consider the 
composition 
P(X)Qr+r c R*(Xk+r)--+ ” P(A, x LX) ‘* - cP(LX) 
where rr[+ is integration along the fibres of n; in fact 
a(o,, . . . , Ok) = (- 1) klool+~k-l~lotl+~~~+2Jor-~l+lo~-,l+k~k-1~/2 x&(wO,. # . ,wk). 
We now build a model for the differential forms on LX from these iterated integrals. We 
begin by briefly recalling the definition of the cyclic bar complex of Q(X). Let C(Q(X)) be 
the direct sum 
f n(x) @I sR(X)@“. 
k=O 
Here s is the suspension functor on graded vector spaces, that is the functor which simply 
reduces degree by I. Recall the definitions of three operators on this complex, the exterior 
differential b,, the Hochschild boundary operator b, and Connes’s coboundary operator B. 
The operator b, is the extension of the exterior derivative d to C(Q(X)). and is given by the 
formula 
b,(tu,. . . . , ok) = - jo(- lY’-‘(uJo,~. . * ~*-,.hJ,,u4+** 
where ci = Ito,l + . . * + lwil - i. The formula for the operator b, is 
k-l 
b,(oO,. . . . (‘)k) = - c (- l)“(w”, *. . , W(-l,W,Wi+lrm(+2,. 
i-0 
+(- 1) 
(lwll- Ih-I 
bkw‘,, 0,’ . . . , wk- I), 
and the formula for B is 
k 
. . 
B(w,,...,w,)= ,X0(- l)~e~-‘+“‘c~-~~-“(l,O,, . . . Wk.OO, . . . *uJ,_,) 
a 
- i (- l)‘~~-l+‘J’~~-‘(-1)(w,, . . . ,Wk,WO,. . . ,w f-1, 1). 
1-o 
These sign conventions take into account the fact that the differential forms o, for i > 0 
occur with an implicit suspension which reduces their degree to Ior1 - 1. In practice, only 
the first line of the definition of B will enter into our formulas, because we will usually work 
with a normalized quotient of the cyclic bar complex in which a chain of the form (a,, . . . , 
4-l. 1, a,, . . . , a,), i > 0, is identified to zero 
Let b = b, + b, be the total boundary operator on C@(X)). It is a standard calculation 
that (C@(X)), b, B) is a dg-A-module; the associated homology theories are known as cyclic 
homology theories. (Cyclic homology properly speaking is the theory with coefficients 
W = R[u. u-‘J/uR[u]. but we will not be making use of this particular theory.) Note that 
IS defines a map 
C@(X)) 4 fi(LX) 
which we will now prove is a map of dg-A-modules. The following theorem expresses the 
relation between cyclic homology and equivariant cohomology that was first observed in 
Jones [ I2 3. 
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THEOREM 2. I. The iterated integral map a induces a map of dg-A-modules 
(C@(X)), 6, Bl --, (Q(U). d. p). 
Proof. The formula ab = da follows from 1.6, given our formula for the iterated integral 
in terms of the map pk on LX; it can also be checked directly by repeating the method used 
to prove 1.6. 
To prove that pa = aB. we must compute P’a(w,, . . . , ok) = Ara(w,. . . . , co,); as 
mentioned before, the second line in the definition of B drops out of the calculation, since 
a(wi, . . * 7 Wk* Wg7.. .* Wi-1. 1) = 0. The formula for Ata(o,, . . . , to,) is 
I q,(s)~o,(s + cl) . . . IW~(S + t,)dsdr, . . . dt,. [O. I] x A, 
where the difTerential form w(t) is regarded as a periodic function of t. We may divide the 
region of integration [0, l] x A, into k + 1 (k + I)-simplices 
Ri = {(S, I,, . . . 1 tt)~[O, l] X A~ 
105S+fi<'* '~S+t~~S~S+t,I;"'~S+li-l~l}. 
where we take si + t modulo I. If we make an obvious change of coordinates, we see that 
s tco,(.s) A 1tu,(.s+t,) A . , . A I(fJ& + tt) =( - ly’ -“rs-cs .“C(l. (Ui, . . . , Wk.QO, . . . ,cq_,). Rl 
So the region Ri contributes the i-th term in the formula for nB and we see that 
P’a = 1.40 = au. I 
It is natural to ask whether cvcry dilTcrcntial form on LX is an iterated integral. The 
group DifT[O, I] of dill’eomorphisms of the unit interval acts on LX by rcparamctri~ation: 
for j’~ DifT[O, l] and YE LX, 
(I-y)(r) = Y(fW). 
The Lie algebra dilT[O, I] of vector fields on the unit interval which vanish at the endpoints 
is an infinitesimal version of the Lie group DifT[O, I]. and we may consider the “Lie pair” 
(dill[O, I], DilT[O, I]). In general a Lie pair (g, G) consists of a Lie algebra g and a Lie 
groupG with the requirement that there is an exponential map from g to G and that G acts 
on g in a manner compatible with the exponential map. (All of this trouble arises from the 
fact that difT[O, l] is not quite the Lie algebra of DifT[O, I] since the exponential map is not 
surjective at the identity.) A Lie pair acts on a manifold M if we are given a homomorphism 
from G to the group of diffeomorphisms of M and a homomorphism from g to the Lie 
algebra of vector fields on M satisfying the natural compatible conditions. If a Lie pair acts 
on M we say that a differential form on M is basic if it is invariant under the action of G and 
its interior product with any vector field coming from g is zero, in other words it is 
horizontal. 
PRCJPWTION 2.2. The iterated infeyral a(o,, . . . , 0~~) is basic with respect to the action of 
the Lie puir (diff [O. I]. Diff[O. 11) on LX. 
Prooj: We start by showing that iterated integrals are invariant under DifT[O, I]. Any 
diffeomorphism of the unit interval fixing the endpoints is order preserving so we get 
an induced diffeomorphism of A, defined by f (1,. . . . , tk) = (f(t,). . . . , f(tk)). If 
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FcDiff(Ak) x DifflLX) is the difleomorphism f -* x J then the following diagram com- 
mutes: 
A, x LX ‘L,yk+I 
Fl 1 1 
A, x LX L X’+’ 
As above. let II: At x LX -+ LX be the projection. Then nF = fn and since both F and fare 
diffeomorphisms it follows that on differential forms JT+ F l =/* R,. It is now clear that 
I‘* n,e: = 7rI, F*e: = K~C: and therefore f l u = af *. 
To see that iterated integrals are horizontal, we observe that an element of diff [0, 11. 
that is a vector field h(r)d/dt on [O. l] vanishing at 0 and 1, corresponds to the vector field 
V = h(t):(t) on LX. Since the vector field Tgenerating rotation of loops is given by y(t), it is 
easy to calculate that 
I”U(oJ,, . . . , to,) = 5 h(O)lqJ(O) A w,(t,) A . . . A wJ,(f,)df, . . . dl, 3, 
s h(t,)Ol?l,(o) A IW, (t,) A . . . A IltOi(ti) A . . . A IUJ,(t,)df, . . . df, i=O Ak 
where I = lT as usual and the sign vi is given by (- I)Joo”““wr-l~-“‘. The first term 
vanishes since h(0) = 0 and the second since II = 0. I 
If we could form the quotient of LX by Diff [O. I] this Proposition would show that iterated 
integrals descend to the quotient. that is “the space of unparametrizcd loops”. But of course this 
quotient dots not exist in any rcasonablc sense. In particular this proposition shows that it is 
not true that cvcry dikrcntial form on LX can bc cxprcsscd as an iterated integral. It would bc 
nice if the itcrutcd integrals wcrc dense in the space of basic differential forms on LX but even 
this is not quite true; it is not difficult to sc~ that iterated integrals ofdegrec zero are not dense in 
fhc space of invariant smooth functions on LX. 
Finally wc dcscribc Chen’s normakttion and its relation with the iterated integral map. For 
more details. in particular the Proofs of 2.3 and 2.4 below, see either Chen’s original paper [6], 
or [U]. The purposr of Chen’s normalization of the cyclic bar complex is to remove chains of 
ncgativc dcgrL!. Let R bc a DGA. Ifj’is an element of R”, we define operators Si( f) on C(Q) by 
the formula 
S,(f)(ClJo,. . e ,UJk)=(Qg,. . e ,OJi_l,~UJi,. . . ,Wk). 
We now define D(R) to be the subspace of C(R) generated by the images of the operators S,(f) 
and R,(/‘) = [h, S,( f )]. The following result shows that the Chen normalktion leaves many of 
the structures that we have considered on C(Q) in place. 
LEMSl.4 2.3. 7%~ d@rmfiuk b und B map D@(X)) to icselj: 
Thus, (D(R), h. B) is a sub-dg-A-module of (C(Q), 6, E). The Chen normalized cyclic bar 
complex of R is the quo&t complex N(R) = C(fJ)/D(fI); by the above lemma, it is itself 
a dg-A-mod&. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Ij R is wnnnecled. fhar is, if Ho(Q) = !I& then the complex (D(Q), b) is 
ucyclic~. In purridur, i/X is u connrctd moni/old, then (D(Q( X)), b) is ucyck. 
The following result is Lemma 4.3.1 of Chen’s paper [S, p. 2371, and relates the abstract 
notion of the Chen normalization with the geometry of the iterated integral. 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. ff X is connected, then the complex D@(X)) is the kernel of the iterated 
integral map a. 
Proof: We will only give an outline of the proof here. referring the reader to the original 
paper for further details. Let Q be a sub-DGA of R(X) with the same cohomology, and such 
that R” = R. and let C(R. Q(X)) be the subcomplex of C@(X)) defined by 
f n(x)@sfPk. 
t-0 
Since C(R Q(X)) + D(Q( X)) = C(Q(X)) and C(R n(X)) n D@(X)) equals E@(X)1 the 
span of the set of cochains of which wi = 1 for some i > 0, and since the iterated integral map 
vanishes on D@(X)), it suffices to show that 
a: C(f2. Q(X))/E(Q(X)) --, fJ(f_X) 
is an injection. The main idea of the proof is to reduce it to the case in which k = I by means of 
the following lemma, which is proved in [5]. 
Pick a basepoint .v E X. and let L,X c LX be the space of loops which equal .Y in the region 
[O, E] u [I - E. I]. There is a product map E., from L,X x f_.,X to L,X, d&cd by composition 
of loops (this is familiar from homotopy theory, of course, since Lc,X 
by the formula 
LEMMA 2.6. fJ(lu,,. . . . , ~~J,)G~~(X)@~~’ is u k-chain on Q(X), 
k 
is an H-space); II, is defined 
thrn 
2.: a(co,, , . . . , CO,) = 1 l’J,,(.Y)a( 1. (I),, . . . , l!J,) X a( 1, CO,+, , . . . , OJ,). 
i A0 
Using this Icmma, wc see that the thcorcm follows from the observation that the itcratcd 
integral map 
tr,ERHa(i,lI))EQ(LX) 
has kernel spunned by (I, I). I 
Finally, Ict us prove a technical lemma which will be useful later in this paper. 
LEMMA 2.7. Ifj: A, -+ A, is a homomorphism of DGAs which induces an isomorphism on 
cohomoloyy, then [he extension off to u mup of complexes 
f:(C(A,).b)~(C(A,),b) 
induces an isomorphism in cohomoloyy. 
PrlJr$ If A is a DGA, consider the bar filtration on C(A) given by 
F-‘C(A) = span {(lo", . . . , w,)li ~2 k}. 
The Et-term of the spectral scqucncc associated to this filtration is isomorphic to C(H(A)); 
mom precisely, E ; p*q is equal to span of the collection of chains in C(H(A)) of the form 
([(fJ,]. . . . . [l!J,] ) where [uJ~] E H(A) and 1 J(uil = 9. 
Since the spectral sequence converges to H(C(A)), the lemma follows easily by a standard 
comparison thcorcm. I 
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3. HOCHSCHILD HOSIOLOGI’ ASD THE COHOaVOLOCY OF LX 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following result of Chen. which is part of 
Theorem A of the Introduction. The proof is an adaptation of an argument of Adams [ 1 J. 
THEOREM 3.1. If X is simply-connrcrrd. then the mup of complrxes 
6: (C(Q(‘Y)). 6) + (fl(LX). d) 
is on isomorphism on cohomoloyy. 
Proof Recall that the bar complex B(.U, R. N) ofa DGA R. where ,V is a left differential 
R-module and N is a right differential R-module. is the direct sum 
B(hf. R. N) = f izf @ (.sQ)@’ @ ic’. 
k=O 
There are two differentials h, and h,, of degree 1 on B(M.0. N): ho is defined to be the 
extension of the diffcrcntials on M, N and R as in Section 2, 
- h,(m. (0,. . . . , wk. n) = (dm, 01,. . . . , wk. n) 
+ i (- I)“-‘(m,w,, . , co, _ , , d(r), , to, + , , . 
i=l 
+ ( - l)“(l, to,, . . . , Wk. tfn). 
where I:~ = In11 + 1~)~ I + . . . + jtoiI - i, and h, is dcfincd by 
- h, (m, (II * , . . . , (!lk, n) = (1?W,, UJ2, . . . , UJk, n) 
k-l 
It is easy to check that [ho. h,] = 0, and we define the total differential to be h = h,, + h,. 
Let us introduce the Chcn normalized version of B(M.R. N). If O’ER”. let S,(f). 
1 I; i s k, be the operator on M @ (&)@I @ N defined by the formula 
Si(f)(m,w,,...,wk,n)=(m,o,,...,wi-,,/,Wjr...,Wk.“). 
We define D(.‘vf, 0, N) to be the subspace of B(h;l. R, N) generated by the images of the 
operators S,(f) and R,(f) = [b, S,( f )]; as in the case of the cyclic bar complex, this complex 
is closed under h, and may be shown to be acyclic if R connected. We define the Chen 
normalized bar complex as follows: 
N(M, R, N) = B(M, R, N)/D(M, Cl, N). 
Note that N(df. R, N) is zero in negative total degrees. There is a natural filtration of 
N(Xf. R, N) defined by 
(mw,,..., wk. ~)EF’N(M, R, N) if degm + dcgn 2 s, 
and the total differential ho + h, preserves this filtration. We would like to compute the 
E,-term of the resulting spectral sequence. To state the result, pick an augmentation 
E: R + Iw. which defines an R-bimodulc structure on ira. The proof of the following lemma is 
straightforward, and is left to the reader. 
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LESlU4 3.‘. 
(I) ET.41 ~i,j=pJfiOH4(N(~.RW))0.~Y 
(2) E;.‘z ~i+,_pHi(.~f)OH4(N(a.n.w,)sHi(!~). 
If S is a manifold with basepoint .Y, the DGAR(.Y) has the augmentation E(O) = w(x). 
Let L,X be the space of all smooth loops in X based at x. and let PX be the space of all 
smooth paths in S. Just as in Section 2 we can define iterated integral maps for these spaces 
which. by the same proof as for 2.1. give maps of complexes 
a:(N(~(S).R(S).R(?i)).h)~(R(PS),d) 
0: (N(8, R(X). [w), h) 4 (R(L,X). d) 
such that the following diagram of complexes commutes: 
N(Q(.Y),R(S),R(.Y))~ N(R(.Y)) - N(R, n(X). 52) 
(*) 01 fll ml 
fqPX)------+ R(LX)- Q(L,X) 
Here. the maps in the first row are defined by sending 
(Wo. . . . ,trJk+,)E[V(R(,~).R(,~).R(,~)) 
to 
(- 0 
I,~,~.~l~l,o~,l+~..+lc~~sl-k~ 
((!Jk + , OJ,), UJ,, . . . , tlJk)E N(R(X)). 
and (UJ,,. * , (rJk)E N(Q(.Y)) t0 (‘J,~(.Y)(C’J,, . . , ~IJ,)EN(R. R(X), R). The maps in the sec- 
ond row arc induced by the inclusions I. ,X c; l..Y 4 I’X. It is easy to check that the 
diagram commutes. and that the horizontal maps arc maps of complexes. 
PIYJ(J$ Dctine z: Q(X) -+ N(R(X), Q(.Y), Q(X)) by the formula 
Z((fJ) = (UJ, 1)E N(R( X), a(.u), R(X)). 
and Ict 1) = r;: I>( .Y) -+ Q( I’.~) bc the map induced by evaluation at I = 0; note that 
0~ = /I. To see that z is an isomorphism on cohomology, we make use of the contraction 
s on N@(X), Q(X), R(X)) dctincd by the formula 
S(ClJ,. . . , , UJk) = (C)J,, , . . , tilt. 1). 
It is easy to see that h,,.s + sh, = 0. while h,s + sh, = I - ~1, where 
is the map which vanishes on Q(X) @(.sR(X))@~ @I R(X)) for k > 0 and satisfies 
~(‘!Jo. UJ, ) = (fJ,/!J, for k = 0. Since qr = I on n(X), WC see that q is a homotopy inverse to 
r:R(X)~N(R(X).R(X).R(X)). 
On the other hand, it is clear that c’~) is a smooth homotopy equivalence. and SO induces 
an isomorphism on cohomolopy. Since the horizontal arrows in the diagram 
Q(X)< N(Q(X).Q(X). Q(X)) 
II 8 01 
G(X) ’ Q(PX) 
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are isomorphisms on cohomology, it follows that the right-hand vertical arrow is 
as well. I 
The next step in the proof is to show that the third column of ( + ) is an isomorphism on 
cohomology. To do this, we use the following idea of Adams. Let e: P,Y -+ X x S be the 
mape(y) = (y(O). y(I)). The induced homomorphism on differential forms e*: R(.X x X) --, 
Q(PX) makes R(P.Y) into a module over R(,V x S). If we filter R(PX) by 
the associated spectral sequence is just the Serre spectral sequence. and since X is simply- 
connected, we may check that its E,-term is E:,” = HP(X x X. W)@ H’(L,X, W). The 
iterated integral map 6: N(R( X ). RI S ), R( XI 1 -. R(P.Y) preserves the filtrations defined on 
N(Q( X). R(X), R( X )) and R( PS) and so induces a map of spectral sequences which on the 
E:.q-term equals 
I @a: Hq(R(X)@Q(.Y,,@ Hq(N(R,R(X), R))- H“(S x X)@ Hq(L,S). 
On the E,-terms. the map of spectral sequcnccs is CT: II(S(R( S), n(.Y), R(X))) -+ H(PX). 
and this map is an isomorphism by 3.3. The map of spcctrnl sequences is also an 
isomorphism on the terms Es.“. We now use the Zecman comparison theorem for spectral 
sequences [ 143. which applies since the spectral scqucnccs come from finite filtrations and 
thus converge. This shows that the map of spectral scqucnccs is an isomorphism on the 
terms Et.q. in other words. that 6: fI(N(Iw. R(S). W)) -, fI(I,,S) is an isomorphism. 
The proof that the middle column is an isomorphism on cohomology is similar: wc filter 
the Hochschild complex N(R( .U)) ;IS follow-s 
((0 ,,* . . . * W,)E F’N(Q( ,I’)) if and only if dcgtr~,, 2 s. 
The spectral sequcncc dcfincd by this filtration has E,-term I/‘(Q(.Y)) @ )IY(N(R. Q(X), R)). 
If e: LX -+ X is the map givrn by evaluation at t = 0, c,(y) = y(O), the induced homomorphism 
e*: f>(X) 4 R(LX) rnakcs R(M) into a motiulc over Q(X). If we tiltcr R(LX) by 
the associated spectral sequence is the Serre spectral scqucnce with E,-term 
H p(X) 8 M “(L, X ). which converges to If pfY(f..Y). Once more the iterated integral map 
respects the filtration and so dcfincs ;I map of spectral sequences which on the Ee.q-term is 
given by 
I O~:HP(~(X))OHq(N(IW.R(.Y), W,)--+HP(X)@H’(L,X). 
By the above results. this is an isomorphism on the E,-terms. and applying the Zeeman 
comparison theorem once more. we deduce that 6: N(R(X)) + fI(LX) is an isomorphism 
on cohomology, complrting the proof of 3. I. I 
4. rROt~l:cTs 
In 2.1, WC gave formulas for the operators d and P on R(M) at the level of iterated 
integrals. In this section we give formulas 31 the level of itcratcd integrals for the exterior 
product and the multilinear maps r’, on R(LS). We start with the exterior product, for 
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which the corresponding product on iterated integrals is well-known: it is the shuffle 
product. 
If@,, . . . .a,)and(b,. . . . , b,) are two ordered sets, then a shuffle x of (a L, . . . , a,) and 
(b,. . . . , b,) is a permutation of the ordered set (ai, . . . , op. b,, . . . , b,) with the property 
that x(q) occurs before ~(a~), and z(b,) occurs before X(bj), if i <j. Given z = (q,. . . . , zp) 
andfl=(&,..., p,) in lK(R(X)), th eir shuffle product is defined by the formula 
S(a./3)=(-- 1) ~~~“‘=~‘+~~~+~=~‘-~~zoljo~sx(s31 @ . . . @s z,@q?, @ .. . OS/?,). 
X 
where z runs through all shuffles, and S, is the canonical isomorphism from (sR( X))@‘P’q’ 
to itself defined by the permutation x. It is a standard computation to check that the shuffle 
product is graded commutative. and that the total boundary operator b = b, + b, is 
a derivation. 
Prooj: The formula for a(r) A a(/)) is 
=(- I) I/JC,l~lZll +“‘+ll,*l P) I r,,(Vp,,tW, 0,) . . ~z,(r,)rll,b, 1. . . P,b,). .A,, x .A* 
Now let x he a shulllc of the ordcrcd sets (r , , . . . , r,,)E A,. (s,, . . . , sq)c A,, and Ict R, hc the 
subset of A, x A, consisting of those points (r ,, . . . , r,. s,, . . . , .sq) such that the (p + y)- 
tuple x(rl, . . . , r,, s,, . . . , su) is monotonically increasing. It is clear that each set H, is 
a (p + y)-simplex and that A, x A, is the union of the K,; this is the shulllc product 
triangulation of A,, x Au. It is straightforward to check that 
c aoKWl(rl). . . lr,tr,)/~o(0)rp,t.s,) . . . $,ts,) 
JR* 
and the proposition follows easily. I 
Now we look for the operators on N(Q(X)) which correspond under the 
iterated integral map to the operators F” on Q(LX) defined in Section 1. If 
B.: N(R(X))@” -+ N(R(X)) is the operator corresponding to r’., then Bl = B will be 
Connes’s operator, the R[u]-bilinear operator S(u, b) + uB2(u, b) will define a product on 
N(R(X))[u], the operator uB, will give a chain homotopy between the two different ways 
of associating three cyclic chains a, b and c in a triple product, and so on. This is a special 
case of the fact that the cyclic bar complex of any commutative DGA has a natural 
A ,-structure, as will be shown in [9]. Here we will confine ourselves to the case of N(R(X)) 
and use several short cuts which are possihlc in this special case. 
In order to dctinc the higher maps B,, we need a little combinatorial machinery. Given 
numbers i,. . . _, i,, let C(i,. . . . , in) be the set {(I, 1). . . . , (l.i,). . . . , (n. I). . . . .(n. i,):, 
ordered lexicographically, that is (k, , I,) -c (k,, 12) if and only if k, < k, or k, = k2 and 
I, c I,. A cyclic shuffle x is a permutation of the set C(i,. . . . , in) which satisfies the 
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following two conditions: 
(I) a(i.I)<a(j.l)ifi<j.and 
(2) for each I < m 5 n. there is a number 1 <j, 5 i, such that 
a(m. j,) < . . . < a(m. i,) < a(m. 1) < . . a(m. j, - I). 
We will denote the set of cyclic shuffles by S(i,, . . . in). 
if we imagine the set C(i,, . . . . i,) arranged as a grid in the plane, so the p-th column is 
made up of the points (p. I). . . , (p. i,), then a cyclic shuffle is given by first applying 
a cyclic permutation to each column and then shutfling the columns together in such a way 
that (p. 1) occurs before (4. I) if p < q. 
Another way to understand the notion of ;L cyclic shuftle. and one motivation for its 
introduction. is as follows. If 
is a point in a product of simplices, we form the (n + i, + . * . + i,)-tuple of numbers 
where each of the real numbers in this expression is taken modulo I. The permutation 
needed to reorder these numbers in [O. I] into increasing order is a cyclic shuffle. Further- 
more if we define R, to be the subset of the product of simplices such that the cyclic shuffle 
x puts the above set of points in increasing order then the set R, is a simplex and the 
collection of simpliccs R, gives a triangulation of the product of simpliccs. 
Given clemcnts xlr = (t+ ,,,,, . . . , CJ,~,~~, ), 1 5 k s II, in N(R(.Y)), we define the operator 
BJZ,. . . . , 2,)~ N(R(.U)) by the formula 
Let us check that these operators .!I, correspond to the operators < under the iterated 
integral map. 
PWOPOSITION 4.2. fJ& = &J 
ProoJ If we combine the above triangulation of a product of simplices indexed by cyclic 
shuttles and the method used in Section 2 to prove that al3 = Fu. the proof is straight- 
forward. I 
fmitating the construction of Section 1, we define multilinear products mn on 
NWX))Cul by 
! 
lb + uB)u,. n= I, 
m,(u,. . . .a,) = - (- I)‘““SlU,. U,) + uS,(u, u2). n = 2, 
UUJ,. . . . 1 a,), otherwise. 
where S is the shuffle product. The following result complctcs the proof of Theorem A of the 
introduction. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. The operutors m, define an A ,-structure on N(Q(X))[u]. 
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Proof: This follows from the corresponding statement 1.8 about the operators m, on 
R(fS )[u] defined in terms of the p”.. and the Fact that c is injective on K(Q(X)), which was 
proved in 2.5. I 
In fact. the operators B, define an .-1 ,_ -structure on the normalized cyclic bar complex 
~V(R)[uJ for any commutative DGA, but the proof in [9], though straightforward. is rather 
long. We have avoided this extra work by using the fact that u is injective on the Chen 
normalized cyclic bar complex. 
S. ITER.ATED ISTECR.4LS FOR \I.\SIFOLDS H 1-l-H A C0.tIPAC-C GROL’P ACTION 
In this section, we will present an equivariant version of the theory of iterated integrals. 
which applies when a connected compact group G acts on the manifold Y. This will be used 
in the next section in the special case in which G is the circle T and Y is the manifold X x T. 
We need a little bit of Chern~-Weil theory, in the form due to Cartan [4]. Recall that 
a classifying bundle for a Lit group G is any principal bundle EG + BG with structure 
group G such that EG is contractible. There is usually no classifying space f?G of G which is 
a finite-dimensional manifold, but if G is connected and compact, we may realize EG as 
a Hilbert manifold. such that the principal hundlc fi(‘ I -+ BG possesses a canonical connec- 
tion invariant under the action of G. Under thcsc conditions, BG is simply-connected: for 
cxumplc, if G is the circle 8, then BU may hc rcalizcd as the infinite dimensional projective 
space C f’ ’ . 
Let (I,;( Y) hc the graded algchra (Q( I’) @ S(g*))“. whcrc g is the Lit algebra of G and 
S(!/*) is the symmetric algcbr;~ on the vector space g* in dcgrcc 3. On the graded algebra 
R( }-) @ S(g*). WC may dcfinc a derivation (1,; by the following formula, using a basis X, of 
g with dual hasis <’ of g*: 
d,; = rl + c 1(X,)<‘. 
where 1(X,) is the contraction with the vector field induced by X,E~ on the manifold Y. This 
derivation commutes with the action of G. so that it mapsf&;( Y) = (Q( Y)@ S(g+))” to 
itself. The square of d,; is equal to 
II; = c f(Xi)<‘, 
where L(X,) is the Lie derivative with respect to the vector field Xi. Since di vanishes on 
R,( I’), we see that R,,( I’) is a DGA with differential d,. 
The [lochschild complex C(R,;( Y)) of Qc;( Y) comes equipped with Connes’s B-operator 
and with the Hochschild boundary operator h,; = h, + h,,. where h, is the extension ofd, to 
C(R,( Y)) given by the familiar formula 
h&J,,. . . . , trJl) = - i ( - 1)"' ‘((‘Jo, . . . . d,;ttJi, . . . , OJ,). 
i = IJ 
If I' is a smooth G-manifold. then the cquivariant cohomology H,(Y) of Y is the 
cohomology of the homotopy quotient EG x (; Y, which is a fibrc bundle with base BG ad 
fibre Y. The Chcrn--Wcil map defined by means of the canonical connection on EG gives 
a homomorphism of DGAs 
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and if G is a compact group. this induces an isomorphism on cohomolopy (see [3] or [lS]). 
The DGA of equivariant differential forms is an algebra over R, = Q,( pt), which may of 
course be identified with the commutative algebra S(g*)‘. (It is a well known theorem that 
this algebra is a polynomial algebra with dimension equal to the rank of G. but we will not 
need this.) Thus we can form the cyclic bar complex of R,( Y) over the algebra R,. by taking 
all of the tensor products over R,;. We will denote this complex by Cnb(f2,( I’)): 
We will now define the equivariant iterated integral map 
which is an equivariant generalization of the ordinary iterated integral map. First of all. we 
observe that there is a natural embedding 
k + I ,,mc\ 
* 
k$t,iR,( 1.) a*,, . &,S2,;( Yi 4 i IS(g*) @ R( I-)“” + “f. 
k -0 
If WC compose this with iterated integral map 
I @ r7: i (S(g*) @ <2( Y-)G”k + I’)‘; + (S(g:+) @ 5211. Y.))‘; = <2,;( I’). 
k -I, 
we obtain the cquivnriant itcratcd integral map. II is easily chcckcd that r~,; is a map of 
complcxcs 
cc;: (C,$f2,;( I’)). h,;) -+ (R,;(f. I’). cl,,). 
The Chen normali/cd bar complex N1J,,(c2,;( 1’)) is the quotient of <1,,,,((2,;( Y’)) defined 
by formulas similar to those used to Jcfinc N(f2) in the case of ;I DGA f2 over 03. We dcfinc 
the complex ofdcpcncrato chains D,,,,(i2,;( I’)) as the image ofC,J,,(I(2,( I’)) of the maps S,(j), 
j’ERz( Y) = C ’ ( }‘)“, defined by 
S,(f)(ffJ,J, . . , , ClJk) = (OJO, . . , tfJi - 1. /I t/J,, . . . . C!Jk). 
and R,(f) = [h,;. S,(./)]. As bcforc. the complex D,JI,(R,( Y)) is acyclic if Y is connected. It is 
also easy to see that the equivariant iterated integral map vanishes on the kernel of the Chen 
normalization. so that we obtain the following lemma. 
in which rhr di~iwnricds urc rqmti~rly h,; + 14 B and d,; + UP. 
We will now show that o(; induces an isomorphism on cohomology if Y is simply 
connected. To do this. we will construct a commuting square 
0. 
N,,(R,;( )‘)I ---L- R,;( I’) 
1 1 
N,J,,(R(EG x (; Y*)) - f2( E:‘(; x (i L I’) 
in which the vertical and bottom arrows induct isomorphisms in cohomology. The two 
vertical arrows arc dcfincd by means of the Chcrn Wcil map. and thus always induce 
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isomorphisms in cohomology. even if Yis not simply-connected. Thus, it only remains to fill 
in the bottom line. 
Since EG x c Z-is a Hilbert manifold, we may apply the results of Sections 2 and 3. in the 
setting of Hilbert manifolds, to obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. The irercltrd inteyral map defines a strict homomorphism of A,-alyebras 
S(R(EG x G Y))[w) d Q(L(EG x G Y),[u], 
which induces cln klmorphism on cohomoloy_v if EC x G Y is simply-connected. 
Observe that there is a natural map 
EC x,LY--+L(EG xc Y)z UEG) x,,LY. 
defined by taking the inclusion of EG into L(EG) as constant loops. The composition 
C(R(EG xc Y)) 4 Q(L(EG x G Y)) + R(EG xc LY) 
descends to a map 
Cn,(n(EG X G Y)) --* a( EG x G L Y). 
To see this, observe that a typical chain in the kernel of the map 
has the form 
C(R(EG x G Y)) -, C,>,;(R(EG x c Y)) 
c = (LJ,,. . . . l Uit?l* Ui + 1, * * * * (J~)-_(Llg.....Ui,mtli*l,....a,). 
with ~J,ER(EG x (; Y) and ~EQ,;. Under the composition of the itcratcd integral map 
C(R(EG x<; Y)) + Q(L(EG x (; Y)) 
with the restriction map R(L(EG x (; Y)) -, R(EG x (i L Y), the chain C maps to zero. as 
required. We will prove that the composition 
(KrQQ,( Y)), h,;) 4 (N,,,,(R(EG x (; Y)). h) 4 MEG x (; LY), 4 
is an isomorphism in cohomology. if Y is simply-connected, by comparing the Serre-type 
spectral sequences attached to these complexes. 
The graded algebra R, acts on the complex Nn‘(R,( Y)) by multiplication, and we filter 
N,, (R,( Y)) as follows: ‘ 
F’Nn,(QJ Y)) = c Qr,*N,(;(Q,( Y)). 
?.?I 
It is easy to see that the complex E, = gr No,(f&( Y)) may be identified with R, @ N(S2( Y)) 
with ditferential I @b, and hence that both the E, and E,-terms of the spectral sequence 
equal R, @ ff(iK(Q( Y))). The corresponding spectral sequence for R(EG x c f. Y) is defined 
by means of the filtration 
F”R(EG xGLY)= c W(BG)-fl(EG x,LY), 
rzs 
associated to the fibration 
f.Y+ EG x,LY 
1 
BG 
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Since BG is simply-connected. this Serre spectral sequence has E2-term equal to 
H(BG) @ H(LY) 1 R, @ H(L Y). Thus. the map of spectral sequences induces at the 
EJevel the map 
10a 
D, @ H(N(Q( Y))) - R, @ H(L Y), 
which by 3.1 is an isomorphism since Y is simply-connected. We have proved the following 
result. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. If Y is a simply-connected G-manifold, the map of complexes 
oc: (Nn,(W Y)). bG) + (fl,(t Y). d,) 
is an isomorphism on cohomoloyy. 
The proposition has the following corollary. The product of groups U x G acts on LY. 
since the action of T on L Y by rotation of the loop commutes with the action of G. If CI’is an 
R[rc)-module, we will write H r ~ J I!, Y; I+‘) for the cohomology of the complex 
(R,;(LY)[ld]. d, + UP). 
COROLLARY 5.4. Ij Y is a simply-connclctrrl G-mtrtl~~i~ld. the irrducecl mcrp 
is cm isomorphism. 
The example to which we would like to apply 5.3 is as follows. Let X bc a simply- 
conncctcd manifold, and Ict Y bc the manifold X x T. with circle action given by rotation of 
8. Unfortunately, Y is not simply-connected, so the above theorem does not apply directly; 
however, we can prove something almost as strong. 
Let us start by investigating how the iterated integral map fails to bc an isomorphism for 
the circle 8. Since the inclusion of invariant diffcrcntial forms R(T)” = R[dtJ 4 R(T) is an 
isomorphism on cohomology, it follows by 2.7 that N@(T)) has the same cohomology as 
N(R[dt)). The complex N(R[dtJj is easy to write down explicitly: it is spanned by chains 
(l,dt,. . . , dt) in degree zero and (dt, . . . , dt) in degree one. Under the iterated integral map, 
the chain (I, dt. . . . , dt) with k occurrences of dt maps to 
o(l,dt,. . . .dt) = 
(a(l. dt))’ nk 
k! = fi’ 
where n is the homomorphism n: LB + n,(T) = iZ c R which labels the component. 
Likewise, the chain (dt, , . . , dt) with k + 1 occurrences of dt maps to 
a(dt, . . . , dt) = eJ(dt) A ;, 
where by et(dt) we mean the one-form obtained by pulling back dttz:R(B) to LT by the 
evaluation map at time t = 0. Since the Hochschild boundary vanishes on N(fI(T)T, we 
obtain the following result. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. The Hochschild homolqy of the DGA n(T) is isomorphic to the algebra 
R [n, dt]. nhcre dcg n = 0 and dcg dt = I. 
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The loop space LU has homotopy type nt(?) x U, since each component is homotopy 
equivalent to U. It follows that H’(L.U) may be identified with H*(n,(P))Q Ho(U) 
= C(n,(J))@ H’(U). where C(n,(T)) is the space of continuous real-valued functions on 
x1(U). Thus, when we_ take cohomology. the iterated integral mapN(Q(U)) 4 Q(LU) 
becomes the inclusion 
where R [n] is embedded in C(x, UT)1 by sending its generator n to the function n E C(n, (8)). 
Our theorem identifying these cohomology spaces breaks down, but it remains true if we 
restrict to the union of a finite number of components of LB. If S c n,(U) z Z is a finite 
subset of n,(U). let K![nls be the ideal of polynomials which vanish when restricted to 
S thought of as a subset of R. and let L,U be the union of components 
LsU - LU 
1 1 
S - n,(U) 
The algebra R[nJ acts on N@(U)) by letting its generator n act as shuflle product with 
(I.&): if C is a complex over LR[n], we will denote the quotient C/IW[n],C simply by 
c/RCfils. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. The cohomology ofthe quotient of the Chen notmtrked bar complex oj 
the IXiA Q(T) hy the idecll R[nls is isomorphic ro the cohomology oj L,T: 
Proo/: The first statement follows from our explicit calculation of N&?(U)“), since the 
map 
induces an isomorphism on cohomology. I 
Chen has proved general results about the Hochschild homology of the DCAR(X) 
when X is not simply-connected in [7]. 
The above result has an immediate extension to the case of X x 8. by means of the 
Eilenberg-Zilber Theorem. We recall that this theorem shows that the shufne product map 
C@(X)) 0 C(Q(U)) --* C(Q(X x U)) 
induces an isomorphism on cohomology. Replacing the cyclic bar complexes by their Chen 
normalizations, we see that 
N@(X)) @ N@(U)) + N(Q(X x U)) 
induces an isomorphism on cohomology. On restricting to a finite set S c rrr(U). the 
iterated integral map 
uc: N(R(X x U))/UI[nls -, R(L,(X x U)) 
induces an isomorphism on cohomology. Going back over the proof of 5.3 and its corollary 
5.4. we see that there is no difficulty obtaining the following result. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. I! X is simply-connected and S c n,(U) is finite. then the map of 
complexes 
0~: (N,,(Q,(X x WWCnls. b,) + (W&(x x 8))). Jr) 
is an isomorphism on cohomology. 
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The manifold f.(X x T) carries two circle actions. the first being the action of rotating 
loops and the second being given by the action of T on X x T. The corresponding 
operators I on Q(L(.Y x T)) are denoted respectively I~ and 12. and by P, we mean the 
average of I, under the first circle action. The complex of 5.3 which calculates the 
T x U-equivariant cohomology of L(X x 8) is (R(L(X x T))t[u,. u2]. d + u, P, + u2tz), 
where the space of differential forms Q&(X x lf))’ are those which are invariant under the 
second circle action; note that this definition is asymmetric in the two circle actions, since we 
only assume the differential forms to be invariant under the second circle action. This 
complex is a module over the algebra R, *, = S(t* x t+) = R[u,. Us]. where the generator 
u1 corresponds to the first circle action and u2 to the second. If Cc’is a module for the graded 
algebra W[u,, u2], we can form the complex 
(sJ(L(X x T))‘@ ct: d + u* P, + u2r2), 
whose cohomology we denote by H, I(, (L(X x T); I+‘). Similarly, the algebra R[ur, u2 J 
acts on the complex 
(N-$2,(X x a))[~, 1. d, + ur B) 
if we identify the generator of the algebra R, which acts on &2,(X x T) with uz. Thus. we can 
form the tensor product of this complex with W over the algebra R[u,, u2]. It is straight- 
forward to SW that the itcratcd integral map 6, dcfincs a map of complexes 
(%,(WX x ~))[u,l @)nIu,.u,l ct:tf, + ulB)-+(R(L(XxT))T@ w:d + UlP, +u,1,). 
Combining this map with our results about restriction to a finite number of components of 
LT. and using the fact that the operator B commutes with the action of R[n], we obtain the 
following result. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Thp itcrutcd inregrd mop dcJiws (1 homomorphism of compk.res from 
which is un isomorphism on cohomoloyy if X is simply-connrcted. 
If p is a homomorphism from lT to T x U, we can think of t(X x T) as a manifold with 
the circle action given by composing the torus action on L(X x T) with p; we denote this 
T-manifold by f,“(X x T). Such a homomorphism is labelled by a pair of integers 
(m. n)cZ’, and the corresponding action on L(X x T) is given by the formula 
pimUnJ(jj, L)(s) = (y(s + ml), I.(s + mr) + nr), 
where YE LX and 1~ LT. Observe that negative of the identity mapidrrz LT satisfies 
0n.m) ., 
PI ( I* - id,)(s) = (y(s + mr), - id,). 
The differential of the mapp is a linear map+: t -, t x t, whose adjoint defines a linear 
map(&)*: t+ x t+ 4 t+, and hence a homomorphism of algebras 
(dp)+: s(t* x tq -+ s(t*). 
In the case of the homomorphism ptm*“), this map sends ur to mu, and u2 to nu. If W is 
a R[u]-module, let us denote W, thought of as a R[u,,u,J-module by means of the 
homomorphism (dp)’ by Wp. The it is clear that the natural map 
H , . ,(L(X x T); W@)--, H,(LP(X x I-); W) 
is an isomorphism. 
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The homomorphism p which will interest us in the next section is the one corresponding 
to (m. n) = (1. 1). in which case the effect of the homomorphism is to identify both u1 and u2 
with u. We will denote by Lp(X x 8) the loop space of X x T with the circle action 
determined by the homomorphism p; its equivariant cohomology HT(LP(S x T): ct.) is 
an W[uJ-module. Note that the embedding p of LX into L”,“(X x T) given by sending the 
loop y to (7, - id?) is a T-equivariant homotopy equivalence. Thus, we see that the 
extended iterated integral map defined by composition of the iterated integral map 
ur: r%$n,(x x T))[u, J 4 fJ(L(X x T))‘[u,. u2-j 
with the pullback by p 
p*: R(L”*“(X x V))‘[u,, UJ -i2(LX)[u,, t4J 
defines an isomorphism in cohomology between the complexes 
(Nn,(&(X x WNu,l/((l. 4 - (1))) @RR[u,,u,, I.i”‘, b, + u@ 
4 (Q(LX)[u] ORcul I+‘, d + UP, + w:), 
where we use the fact that the ideal in R[n] of polynomials vanishing at n = 1 is generated 
by the element (1. dt) - (I)EN~~~(R~(T)). We will denote the extended iterated integral 
map by (5. 
It will hc useful in the next section to have a more explicit formula for this extcndod 
iterated integral map. If wc follow what happens to a chain under the above scqucncc of 
maps, we set that it amounts to the same thing as evaluating it at u, = u2 = u, thus 
obtaining an elcmcnt of N‘,,(Q,(X x T)), applying the itcratcd intcpral map to obtain 
a diffcrcntial form on L(X x T). and then pulling back to LX by 11. In other words, the 
iterated integral of a cochain (w,,(u~) + dfpo(ur), . . . , w,(u,) + dt pk(u2 )) is equal to 
+~,(I+) + dr&,(u,). . . . , tJJ,,(U2) + df<;,(u,)) = 
I 
W,(@ A (I(‘JL(~~) - (,(I, )) * . . . A hJ1:ttk) - ‘&(f,))l., .Yl=Y. 
Llr 
To close this section, we mention a related result on the relationship between cyclic 
homology and equivariant cohomology. Observe that by Chern-Wcil theory and 2.7, the 
induced map of Chen normalized cyclic bar complexes 
N(Q,( Y))Cul -, N(Q(EG xc U)Cul 
is a strict homomorphism of A--algebras which induces an isomorphism on cohomology 
if EG x G Y is simply-connected. Let cp denote the action of the circle T on the loop group 
LG, and let If x o LG denote the semi-direct product of these two groups. It is clear that 
the group T x o LG acts on L Y, and the above results give us a model for the equivariant 
cohomology of LY with respect o this action. Indeed, from the identification 
we see that 
L(EG x G Y) = L(EC) x LGLY = E(LG) x tC LY, 
H r x JLY) = H,(LW x G Y)). 
So for any C[u]-module W, we define the T x o LG-equivariant cohomology with coeffi- 
cients in W to be H,(L(EG x G Y); W). With this definition, the following result follows by 
combining 5.1 and the above observation. 
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PROPOSITION 5.9. The stricr homomorphism of AZ-algebras 
x(R,( Y,)[u] + R(L(EG xc Y))[u] 
induces an isomorphism on cohomoloyy if EG x o Y is simply-connected. Thus. for any 
coe~cients K; we hure an isomorphism 
H(N(R,( Y)); cb’) z H, .&Y; U’). 
6. THE EQCIVARIANT CHERS CHARACTER 
In this section, we will construct examples of cyclic chains that give interesting 
equivariant differential forms on loop space upon applying the (extended) iterated integral 
map. Since we will be defining classes related to the Chern character, we work over 
C instead of R. We use the completed cyclic homology introduced in Section 2, which we 
recall is obtained from a dg-A-module (C. b, B) by forming the completed tensor product 
C @ C [K u - ’ 1, with differential b + ul?; in the case of the dg-A-module (SI(J~.X), d. P). the 
resulting complex is denoted by Q(LX)[u, u -‘I. The other example that we need is the 
cyclic bar complex Cr,,(R,(X x T)) of the last section which is a module over R, = R[u]; 
we will denote by C@(X)) the complex 
with boundary h, + uB, and similarly for its subcomplex of degenerate chains &fl( X )) and 
the Chcn normalized complex N(Q(X )) = C(fI(X))/fi(n( X)). Thus, the extended iterated 
integral map dcfincs a map of complsxcs 
5: l(Q(X), + n(rX)[u. u- ‘1. 
Let PE <“ (X, End (Cd’)) be a projection; in other words, p is a smooth map from X to 
the space of projections in End(CN). In this section, we will construct an element 
ch (p) E c(O( .U)) of total dcgrcc 0 such that 
(h, + u&ch(p)E fi(fl(X)); 
thus, ch(p) dcfincs a closed element of fi(fI(X)) of total degree 0. We call this chain the 
equivariant Chern character because. as we will see, under the (extended) iterated integral 
map. it maps to the equivariant Chcrn character of the bundle E = imp constructed by 
Bismut [33. 
A projection pi C&(X, End (CN)) defines a splitting of the trivial complex vector bundle 
C” into orthogonal bundles E (the image of p) and E’ (the image of pL = I - p). There is 
a connection form on the trivial bundle CN corresponding to the decomposition of C” into 
E @ El, equal to 
d + A = p-d-p + p’.d.p’; 
a simple calculation shows that A = p(dp) + p’(dp’). The curvature of this connection 
equals 
F = (d + A)’ = p-d-p-d-p + pL.d-pL.d-pl 
= p(dp)’ + p’(dp’)’ = (dp)‘. 
Let .d be the End(C”)-valued equivariant one-form A - u-l Fdt on Xx V. The 
following result shows that d, + .d is a flat equivariant connection on X x T. for which p is 
a covariant constant section. 
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LEMMA 6.1. The matrices of differential forms d and p satisfy the following formulas: 
d,p + Cd, PI = 0 
d,d+.a!*=O 
Prooj: To prove the first formula, we calculate as follows: 
d,p+[d,p]=(dp+[A.p])-u-‘[F,p]dt=O. 
The second formula is proved by an equally simple calculation: 
d,d+d* = (d/4 + A2 - F) - u-‘(dF + [A, F])dt. 
By the Bianchi identities, these two terms are zero. I 
We are now ready to state the formula for the character ch (p) of the idempotent p. We 
will Perform the construction in a more general context. If Y is a T-manifold and E + Y is 
a vector bundle over Y with compatible T-action, an equivariant connection on E is an 
operator 
V,: Q(Y, E)[u. u-‘1 4 Q( Y, E)[u, u-*1 
of degree I such that for any wcR( Y)[u, u-‘1 and seR( Y, E)[u, u-lj. Leibniz’s rule 
holds, that is, 
V,(cu)s = (d,to)s + ( - l)““‘to(V,s). 
Let d, + .a/ be a flat equivariant connection on the bundle CN + Y, so that 
.d~fI’( Y)[u. u-’ 1 and (d, + .cJ)’ = 0, and let p be a matrix of smooth functions 
PE C”‘(X) @ End (C”) such that d,p + [at. p] = 0. If OJ, arc N x N-matrices of diffcrcntial 
forms, we denote by Tr(u)“, . . . , (I)~)~ the element of the cyclic bar complex 
Tr(o,, . . . , o& = , 
DEFINITION 6.2. The churacter ch(p, d) is the following zero-degree element qf the 
normulized cyclic bur complex 6l (Q( X )): 
f Tr(p, Syr, . . . ,.d)k. 
k=O 
PROPOSITION 6.3. The cyclic chain ch (p, &) is closed. 
Proof: To show that cFao Tr(p, -d, . . . , .cI/)~ is closed, we start by showing that 
b,Tr(p, .d. . . .,,ol),-,+b,Tr(p,d ,..., d),=o. 
This follows from the equivariant flatness, since 
b,Tr(p, -d, . . . ,d),=Tr([.d,p]d ,...,. d)I,-,- i Tr(p,d . . . . ,.d*,... r-d)k-1 
i-1 
k-l 
b,Tr(p, .d, . . .,d)k-, =-i-r(d,p,.d ,..., &),-, - c Tr(p..d ,... .d,.d ,... ,d)t-1. 
I-l 
Furthermore, it is clear that B Tr( p, .d, . . , , .d), E f)(fl( X)), since p is a zero-form. Putting 
this all together gives the proof. I 
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We now specialize to the setting of 6.2 in which Y = X x T and p is an indempotent on 
X. If & is a complex vector bundle on X with connection V, Narasimhan and Ramanan have 
proved [I63 that there is an embedding of the bundle E in the trivial bundle CN which 
induces an isomorphism of connections between V and the Grassmannian connection, 
obtained by restricting d to the image of E. Thus. given a complex vector bundle E with 
connection V’, we may associate to it a closed cyclic chain ch(p, &)E s(f2(,X)). In the next 
theorem. we identify the image of ch(p. .sII) under the extended iterated integral map with 
the equivariant Chern character Ch (E, V) of the bundle (E, V) constructed by Bismut [33. 
DEFINITION 6.4. The eyuirariant Chern character of the complex cector bundle E with 
connection V is the equkariant diflerential form 
Ch(E. V) = Tr(cp(l))ER”(LX)[u,u-‘~. 
where ~(t)~fl(L.X)@ Hom(E,,,,, Ey,,,) is the solution to the ordinary differential equation 
Vr,rrcP(t) = u-l cp(OF(t), 
wbh initial condition ~(0) = I. 
Observe that if we restrict the differential form Ch(E, V) to the fixed point set X of the 
circle action on LX. we obtain the differential form Tr(eF”). or the ordinary Chern 
character of the bundle E. Thus. the equivariant Chern character is an equivariant extension 
of the Chern character away from the fixed point set. 
TIIIWZFM 6.5. The _/i~l/owing Jivmulu re1ute.s the Chern churucter in cyclic homology of 
a bundle (E, V) wilh its eyuirlrri~rnt Chern churucter: 
r?ch (p, .c/) = Ch (E. V). 
Proc$ The proof is based on the Volterra expansion for a path ordered exponential, 
familiar from quantum theory. If V is a vector space, and a(r): [0, I] -+ End(V), let 
cp(t)~ End( V) be the solution of the ordinary ditTerentia1 equation 
with initial condition ~(0) = I. Then q(l) is given by the formula 
I a(t,) . . . a(t,)dr, . . . dt,. k-0 Ar 
Let p be an idempotent which realizes the bundle (E, V). If we apply the perturbation 
expansion to the matrix a(r) = IA(~) + u-‘F(t) on Cn, which is chosen in such a way that 
Ch(E, V) = Tr(p-q(I)), we see that 
ch(p) = f Tr p* 
(_I 
a@,). . . a(r,)dt, . . . dt, . 
k-0 Ah > 
Everything now follows from the fact that 
a([,). . . u(t,)dr, . . . dt, 
> 
= 
ij 
,,.,$_, d(pillrdilia*. * . vdi,j)k 
ER(LM) 8 End(CN), 
as is easily seen from the explicit formula for d at the end of Section 5. I 
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We will give one more example of the construction of 6.3, in which Y = T*X x V and 
the rank IV of the bundle on Y is 1. Let z be the canonical one-form on T*X. which is 
written in local coordinates as .yid<‘. and let w = dz be the standard symplectic form on 
T*X.Ifweset.d=z.-u-’ w dt and let p be the constant section 1, then we may form the 
closed chain 
ch(l. z - u-‘odr) = $Jl,a - u-‘wdr,. . . ,z - u-‘odr),. 
Since the extended iterated integral of the chain (I, zdt) on L(T*X) 2 T*(L.X) is the 
canonical one-form zLx of T*(LX). it follows that the extended iterated integral of 
ch(l, z - u-‘wdt) is just 
f (~%..Y + U-‘u4~,Y)k 
k! 
= exp(fzLX + u-‘w~.~). 
k=O 
The above construction is closely related to the equivariant differential form on LX, 
where X is a Riemunnian manifold. that is constructed in [2). In this setting, we may 
construct a section s of the fibration T*(L.Y) 4 LX by sending y, to (y,, in,), where the 
. . tangtnt vector ;, is idcntiliod with a cotangent vector by means of the metric on X. 
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